Ballistic Coefficient Testing of the
Sierra .308 155 grain Matchking PALMA Bullet
By: Bryan Litz

Introduction
Last month we took a look at the ballistic coefficient testing results of the Berger
.308 155 grain VLD. The important conclusions of those tests will be repeated here for
comparison purposes. This month we’re focusing on another popular Palma bullet; the
Sierra 155 grain Matchking. This is the bullet that the US Palma team has been using
exclusively for international competition.
I don’t intend to discuss any more details of the BC testing procedures, only
enough to effectively present the results.
You can see the dimensions of the test specimen in Figure 1. Note that various
lots of bullets can have different meplat (bullet tip) diameters.

Sierra .30 cal 155 grain PALMA MatchKing

Dimensions taken from Lot#003125976

Bullet Properties
Sample Size:
Weight:
Ogive Radius:
Rt/R:

15
155 gr
7.0 calibers
0.91

Test Equipment
Muzzle Velocity:
Barrel:
Twist rate:
Bore/Groove:

2900 fps-3000 fps
Krieger
1 turn in 13 in
0.298”/0.307”

Figure 1. Bullet properties, dimensions, and test equipment.

I would like to elaborate on one feature of the bullet geometry that I touched on last
month, but may not be clear. The bullet ogive, pronounced ‘O-jive’, is the nose of the
bullet. The ogive profile is a circular arc. The ‘pointy-ness’ of the ogive is determined by
the radius of the circular arc used to create it. An ogive that meets the bearing surface
smoothly (a ‘tangent’ juncture) is referred to as a ‘tangent’ ogive. If a longer radius is used
to generate the ogive profile, the nose takes on more of a conical shape, and is referred to
as a ‘secant’ ogive. The VLD (Very Low Drag) nose style made popular by Berger is a
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popular example of secant ogive bullets. In other words, VLD indicates that an ogive has
a long radius, and is a ‘secant’ ogive. There are other bullets that have secant ogives, but
are not called VLD only because Berger is the only company to use the VLD title. Some of
the Hornady Amax, and Lapua Scenar bullets come to mind as examples of bullets having
secant ogives, but aren’t called ‘VLD’s.
The measure of how secant an ogive is can be found in the Rt/R block in Figure 1.
The closer Rt/R is to 1.0, the farther the bullet is from being a secant ogive. The 155 SMK
bullet shown in Figure 1 is commonly known as a tangent ogive bullet, but according to my
measurements, the Rt/R ratio is actually less than 1.0 (it’s 0.91). So you can draw one of
two conclusions from this. Either the bullet actually has a mildly secant ogive, or my
measurement is inaccurate. To be honest, both of these are equally possible. The radius
of an ogive is very hard to measure accurately. It is also very hard to fabricate an ogive to
an exact radius. Bottom line is, Rt/R is a measure of how ‘secant’ an ogive is (1.0 being
true tangent, and 0.5 being very secant) and this parameter is important to the drag of the
bullet, but is very difficult to measure accurately. Alright, enough of this ‘mumbo jumbo’,
on to the results.

Drag and Ballistic Coefficient

fps / Mach
1500 / 1.34
2000 / 1.79
2500 / 2.23
3000 / 2.68

Cd
0.406
0.348
0.309
0.280
Average:
Variation:

i7
1.106
1.110
1.086
1.077
1.095
0.034

BCG7
0.211
0.210
0.215
0.217
0.213
0.007

i1
0.615
0.559
0.546
0.528
0.562
0.087

BCG1
0.380
0.418
0.428
0.442
0.417
0.063

*Sierra advertises an average BCG1 of 0.437 for this bullet for all speeds (+5% error).
Figure 2. Bullet drag coefficient and ballistic coefficient
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Figure 2 shows a plot of the drag curve indicating the experimental points that were
measured for this bullet.
This bullet was tested on multiple occasions. The first test independently indicated
a G1 BC of 0.414 for this bullet. The second test indicated a G1 BC of 0.423. When the
data is combined for both of the tests, the result is a G1 BC of 0.417. The first and second
tests were within 2% of each other for the BC measurement. Furthermore, each test is
within 1% of the average. This is the biggest error I’ve had so far when testing a bullet
multiple times.
Last month, I talked about the benefits of using the G7 standard as a reference for
BC instead of the G1 standard that we’re used to. The Sierra Palma bullet is yet further
proof of this. If you compare the variation of the G1 BC to the G7 BC, you can see what
I’m talking about. The average G1 BC for 3000 fps to 1500 fps is 0.414 but it varies from
.377 to .438. That’s 18% variation. The average G7 BC is .212, but it only varies from
.210 to .215, which is only 2% variation! By using the G7 BC, the variation of BC with
velocity is almost entirely removed. As a result, more valid comparisons can be made
between bullets BC because the velocity doesn’t make a difference. Also, more accurate
trajectories can be computed when using BC’s referenced to the proper standard.
In Figure 2 I state that the advertised BC of the Sierra bullet is .437. Some people
are under the impression that the advertised BC of this bullet is .450. However, Sierra
only claims that .450 is the BC for speeds above 2600 fps. The problem is that for a long
range trajectory, the Palma bullet is only above 2600 fps for the first 200 yards or so. If
you predicted wind drift at 1000 yards with a BC of .450, you would be way off. When
shooters look for a BC to enter into a ballistics program, many times they don’t know to
use the average BC for their speed range. Looking closely at how Sierra advertised BC
for the Palma bullet, you can see they have multiple BC’s for different speeds. If you’re
calculating a long range trajectory, you have to either put in multiple BC’s (if your program
allows) or average the BC for the expected velocity range. This is the confusion I’m
talking about with the G1 standard. A much better way is to use the BC referenced to the
G7 standard. The number is not nearly as sensitive to velocity. In fact, it’s 10 times less
sensitive for the Sierra, and 14 times less sensitive for the Berger 155 VLD from last
month. This is a big deal when calculating trajectories and when comparing different
bullets for BC. Another great thing about using G7 BC’s is that most ballistics programs
are already capable of accepting G7 numbers. Usually, you just select G7 instead of G1
in a menu, and the program chugs right along. One problem with using G7 BC’s is that
they aren’t available for all bullets. This is a problem that I am motivated to solve.

Meplat (bullet tip) trimming and pointing
Table 1 shows the effects of meplat pointing and trimming. Some explanation is
required about the effectiveness of pointing for the Berger VLD versus the Sierra bullet.
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The pointing die contains an insert that squeezes the meplat of the bullet down to a
smaller diameter. The objective is to reduce drag, which it does. Just how much drag is
reduced depends on:
1. The caliber of the bullet and the shape of the nose, specifically the length the bullet
ogive radius (ie, how ‘secant’ the ogive is).
2. How big the meplat is to begin with.

You may remember from last month that the BC of the Berger was improved
by 3.8% by pointing the bullet meplat down from 0.070” to 0.053”. According to
Table 1, the BC of the Sierra is only improved
Meplat diameter
BCG1 BCG7
1.7% by pointing the meplat down from
1
Trimmed 0.077” 0.410 0.209
0.068” to 0.059”. It’s impossible to point the
0.071” 0.415 0.212
Sierra meplat down as much as the Berger
Nominal
0.068”
0.417 0.213
because of the shape of the pointing die
0.065” 0.419 0.214
insert and the nearly tangent ogive of the
Pointed
0.059” 0.424 0.217
Sierra bullet. The 3.8% increase in BC for
Table 1. Effects of trimming or
the Berger results in 10” less drop, and 5”
pointing meplat. BC’s are average
less drift in a 10 mph cross wind at 1000
from 1500 fps to 3000 fps.
yards. The 1.7% BC increase for the Sierra
results in 8” less drop and 3” less wind drift in the same conditions.
To summarize the effectiveness of meplat pointing, we can say that the
increase in BC that is possible depends on the specific shape of the bullet’s nose,
and how well suited the insert in the pointing die is for that shape. I completely
expect experimentation to begin (if it hasn’t already) on various pointing inserts that
are optimized for various ogive shapes and calibers.
Comparing the Berger VLD and Sierra Palma bullets
Now that the BC of two popular bullets has been accurately measured, we
can make a fair comparison of their performance. The most important measure of
performance for Palma shooters (aside from grouping potential) is how much the
G1 BC G7 BC Drop Drift Velocity bullet’s drift in
the wind. Table
Sierra .450
N/A
322” 96” 1289 fps
Advertised
2 is really two
Berger .472
N/A
309” 90” 1342 fps
comparisons in
Sierra .417
.213
341” 107” 1159 fps one. First, it’s
Measured
Berger .445
.228
320” 97” 1252 fps comparing the
Table 2. Comparing results of trajectory calculations using the
performance of
advertised versus measured BC. Metrics are for 1000 yards, 3000 fps
the two bullets in
muzzle velocity, standard atmospheric conditions, and a 10 mph
terms of drop,
crosswind.
drift, and
remaining velocity. Table 2 is also comparing the numbers predicted by the
advertised G1 BC’s, versus the measured G7 BC’s. The following conclusions can
be made about wind drift from Table 2.
• When comparing wind drift at 1000 yards using the advertised G1 BC’s, the
Berger has 6” less wind drift than the Sierra.
1

This represents an extreme amount of trimming. The large value is given to bound all
possibilities, and show the consequences of excessive trimming.
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•
•
•

When comparing the wind drift at 1000 yards using the measured G7 BC’s, the
Berger has 10” less wind drift than the Sierra.
The wind drift of the Berger bullet that’s predicted using the measured G7 BC is
7” more than predicted using the advertised G1 BC.
The wind drift of the Sierra bullet that’s predicted using the measured G7 BC is
11” more than predicted using the advertised G1 BC.

To sum up these mind numbing statements, we can say that: “The
superiority of the Berger bullet is much greater according to the measured BC’s
than what’s indicated by the advertised BC’s. Furthermore, both bullets drift more
according to the measured BC’s than indicated by the advertised BC’s.”
In fairness to Sierra, I have to admit that the number used as their
advertised BC (.450) is not all they advertise, but it’s what most people use when
comparing and calculating trajectories for Sierra bullets. My comparison of
advertised vs measured isn’t just comparing the impact of the BC being inaccurate,
it’s also factoring in the confusion of a velocity dependant BC. If one were to use
the average of the Sierra BC’s (.437) instead of .450 for the ‘advertised’ Sierra BC,
the Table 2 comparison would still have error, but it wouldn’t be as bad. Bottom
line is: reduce confusion by using the G7 BC.
Notice that both bullets tested had a measured BC that was 5-6% lower
than advertised. One might suspect that there is some bias in my measurement
procedures that causes this offset. I have done enough tests on various bullets
that I can say this is not the case. The comparison between measured and
advertised BC’s varies, as we’ll see next month.
It’s a fairly well known fact that Sierra test fires their bullets for BC, using a
procedure similar to mine. The main difference is that instead of shooting over 600
-1000 yards to get data on the bullets at all velocities like I do, Sierra fires reduced
charge loads at short range in order to get the low speed data. Both are valid
methods of measuring BC. So why doesn’t my measured BC match Sierra’s BC?
I’ve heard from several sources that the BC testing that Sierra did on this particular
bullet was done a long time ago. Some time after the testing was completed,
Sierra changed the shape of the dies used to form the nose of the bullets. The
new bullets have a shorter nose than the older ones that were tested. Sierra has
not updated the advertised BC from the old nose style to the new, which explains
the 5% discrepancy between my measurements and Sierra’s measurements. In
other words, our test results are for different bullets. I can say that for most Sierra
bullets, my measurements agree very well with Sierra’s test results. At 5% error,
this particular bullet’s BC is an exception, and there’s a good reason for it.
Conclusions
The BC testing results for the Sierra 155 Matchking bullet were presented
and compared to the Berger 155 VLD. It was demonstrated that the Berger has a
higher BC than the Sierra by 7%, which is more than the advertised advantage of
5%. It was also shown that both bullets advertised a higher BC than what was
actually tested by 5-6%.
The advantage of using G7 BC’s over G1 BC’s was illustrated with several
examples.
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The effectiveness of meplat pointing was shown to vary for the Sierra and
Berger bullets due to how well the pointing insert is suited to the shape of the
ogive. A BC improvement of 1.7% was demonstrated for the Sierra, while a 3.8%
increase was achieved for the Berger.
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